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This brochure is not intended as an 

exhaustive explanation of the law.  If you 

require detailed information about your 

tax obligations you should visit the SRC 

or write to us. 

 

Visit: 

Seychelles Revenue Commission  

3rd Floor  

Maison Collet 

Victoria, Mahé 

Write to: 

PO Box 50 

Victoria, Mahé 

Phone:  

4293737 

Customs: 4293762 

 

E-mail / Web 

commissioner@src.gov.sc 

www.src.gov.sc 

 

Pre-lodgment of  Bill of  

Entry  

For more information 

An explanation about                      
Pre-lodgment of  Bill of  Entry 

 

 Contributing towards a stronger Seychelles  

What  are the  Customs  procedures  for   
releasing  the goods? 
 
After payment the  bill of entry will go  through the  
selectivity lane  and the following will apply: 

 Red lane: The declaration will require document 

check and the goods will be physically examined. 

A message will be sent to the declarant,              

authorized  importer or agent for an appointment 

for  examination. No appointment is required at 

the     Airport cargo. 

 Yellow lane:   The declaration will require         

document check.  All importations are subjected 

to verification of documents; the level of              

verification will depend on the type of importa-

tion. All relevant documents    submitted for check 

must be  scanned documents. 

  Blue lane:  The declaration has been authorized 

for release, but the documents and the goods can 

be selected randomly for  post clearance checks 

by    Customs.  

 Green lane: The declaration has been authorized 

for release. The imported goods can be collected 

at    Customs control. Please note that Customs 

reserves the right to physically examine goods in 

green lane if found to be necessary.   



documents,  including the Manifest and Waybill. 

 
Before the goods arrive in the country the Bill of 

Entry needs to be prepared using the declaration 

type IMP4, which will allow the system to             

temporarily accept the Bill of Entry without the 

manifest.  Ensure that all scanned mandatory      

documents are attached with the Bill of entry and 

also provide  Permit for any restricted goods. 

What are the procedures to follow once 
the Bill of Entry is registered in ASYCUDA 
world? 

Once the Bill of Entry is registered Customs will 

evaluate all the documents and the following will 

apply : 

 

 If errors are found with the document, an          

e-Query will be created showing the               

modifications that will be required and a       

message will be sent to the   declarant with a list 

of suggested modifications.  

 

 If the query is accepted by the Customs 

Agent/DTI  then   modifications are done and 

the declarant validates the query, which means 

the  modifications have been made on the Bill of  

Entry.  

 

If the query is rejected and the declarant validates 

the query to indicate that the    modifications have 

What is Pre-lodgement  of  Bill of Entry  ? 

 Pre– lodgement  allows importers to  submit their          

bill of entry to Customs before  the goods arrive 

into the country. It is a facility that enable          

importers to  start   the Customs process  for   

clearing  goods  at the  earliest  possible .  

Pre –lodgement  means clearance before goods 

arrive  and The advantages of this facility  is to 

help   importers: 

 receive fast clearance with customs,   

 avoid delays and inconvenience  

 receive feedback and make necessary/       
appropriate amendments on the bill of entry 
before goods arrive.  

 

How is the pre -lodgement  done ? 

Importers make a pre-lodgement of  the Bill of    

Entry  prior to the arrival of goods  on the          

conditions  that the importers  present to          

Customs goods  that  refer to  the documents  

submitted  prior to the   arrival  of goods.  

What  are the  Customs  procedures  for  
Pre-lodgement  of Bill of Entry? 
 
 The procedure  allows Customs to evaluate        

documents before goods arrive in Seychelles,       

given the fact that the final release of goods is 

always subject to submission of original              

not been accepted,  the Bill of Entry is set to 

standby while the declarant solves the                  

discrepancy providing additional supporting      

documents and escalating the query to the           

necessary level.  

Once all the clarification has been settle between 

Customs and the Customs Agent/DTI, Customs  will 

create an e-query requesting the manifest and 

waybill upon the arrival of goods in the country.  

 

What are the Customs procedures for     
pre-lodgement after the arrival of goods? 

 

The Bill of Entry will be on query status  until       

appropriate action is taken.  Upon arrival of goods 

in the  Country, the Customs Agents/DTI  will insert 

the  manifest reference number  and  validate  the 

e –query.   

Customs will  continue with the process of           

assessing the Bill of Entry  and escalating the      

process to the payment of duty and taxes. If the       

importer has a prepayment account with             

Seychelles Revenue Commission  the money will be 

deducted by selecting box 48 in the ASYCUDA 

world or payment in cash at the appropriate      

Customs’ offices .  

 

Upon payment of  Customs duty and taxes and   

submission of hard of copy of all documents and 

Bill of Entry  Customs will   trigger the selectivity.  
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